Hama Left-handed Mouse "Riano", black
Item: 00182645
GTIN: 4047443370853

ERGONOMICALLY SHAPED FOR THE LEFTHANDED
When Hama designs a mouse for the left-handed, then it is well thought out. It’s not just the
buttons that are adjusted for left-handers – so, too, is the whole ergonomic shape. The mouse
nestles pleasantly in your hand, and you can work comfortably and in a relaxed manner

INTUITIVE BUTTON
For the operation of the buttons with this left-handed mouse, do not worry. The buttons react in
the opposite way to a right-handed mouse. All the pimples are your brain will not have to think in
reverse - 'Riano' is for you.

PRACTICAL BUTTONS
Our ‘Riano’ mouse is not a simplified version of a right-handed mouse: It is equipped with
everything that makes everyday work with a mouse easier.
Use the browser buttons to easily navigate back and forth within your Internet browser. Of
course, a considerate approach to energy use is also required for mice: ‘Riano’ has a separate
on/off switch to conserve battery power and extend battery life.

WIRELESS MOUSE WITH ADJUSTABLE
SENSITIVITY
With our ‘Riano’ wireless mouse for left-handed users, there is no USB receiver in the way: It is
so tiny that you can leave it plugged into the laptop. To safely transport the receiver and save
space, you can place it inside the mouse. It takes about a minute for the receiver and transmitter
to connect to one another.
Depending on the kind of work you do at the PC, you can set the mouse sensitivity (dpi) entirely
according to your needs – up to a maximum of 1600 dpi for high sensitivity and fast mouse
movements, or 800 or 1200 dpi for slower mouse movements and lower sensitivity.
As a left-handed user, you can lounge around on the sofa comfortably with ‘Riano’ – the eightmetre range of the 2.4-GHz mouse allows creative sitting positions.

